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before one can recognize the role of the new transla1
of the bible in the development of doctrine during the
kirtland era of church history it is necessary that he first have
a historical perspective of the beliefs and practices of the
church at various times since its organization in 1830 in addition it is necessary that one know what the new translation of
the bible is why the prophet joseph smith made the translation when it was made and how it was made in pursuit of
these items this article will attempt to look at the church in
the early 1830s and so far as it is possible will trace the intro
troduction
duction of several important doctrinal concepts into the
church during that time in this context we will discuss the
role of new translation of the bible in the restoration of the
gospel in this dispensation
when speaking of the development of the
dle church docdie
trine we do not mean particularly to dwell on an evolutionary
phenomena but rather simply to emphasize that all of the doctrines were not revealed at once and that there has been a
dr matthews is director of academic research for the department of seminaries and institutes the author of numerous books and articles he is a retion

cognized authority on joseph smith s inspired revision of the bible
although not a translation in the usual sense the prophet joseph smith
i
consistently referred to his work with the bible as the new translation or simply
as the translation when later published by the reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints it was titled holy scriptures inspired version and
it is commonly spoken of today as the inspired revision
since the focus of
this article is on the process and purpose of joseph smi
awork
th s swork
work with the bible
smith
in his own day and time and has no reference to the printed editions the writer
has elected to use the terminology used by the prophet in the 1830s and 1840s
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developmental increase of doctrine from continuing revelation
such is the message of the ninth article of faith which reads

we

believe all that god has revealed all that he does now
reveal and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and

important things pertaining to the kingdom of god

it

that we trace the historical
relationship that exists between joseph smith s new translation
of the bible and the increase of doctrine during the kirtland
is in the spirit of this principle

period
THE GOSPEL WAS REVEALED LINE UPON LINE

1830 1831
what did the faithful convert of the church in 18301831
was
instructed
concernhe
essential
as
mormonism
accept

ing marriage for time and eternity of the three degrees of
ile taught concerning the temple
lle
he
glory in the resurrection was lie
endowment of baptism for the dead of patriarchal blessings
or of the word of wisdom was he instructed in detail concerning the various offices and quorums in the priesthood from
the deacons up through the teachers priests elders seventies
and high priests was he taught concerning the quorums of
the presiding bishopric the first council of seventy the
patriarch to the church the council of the twelve and the
first presidency to each of these questions the answer must
be no for the simple reason that these matters had not yet
been revealed in this dispensation and were known if at all
only by the scant mention of some of them in the bible and the
book of mormon 2
again what did the faithful latter day saint of the early
1830s hold to as the standard works of the new dispensation he had a bible and a book of mormon but he did not
have a book of doctrine and covenants or a pearl of great
price simply because the contents of these two standard works
had for the most part not yet been revealed
As additional revelations came to the prophet joseph smith
the doctrinal concepts of the gospel as it was to be taught in
this dispensation began to be known and as these revelations
were recorded they became the documentary materials for new
othere
2there
here is some information in doctrine and covenants 20 april 6 1830
about the duties of deacons teachers priests and elders but this revelation does
not contain quorum organization
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volumes of scripture it is on the background from which many
of these revelations came that we can now focus our attention
to discover what it was that prompted or called forth revelations
from heaven on particular subjects in other words what was
the prophet doing when he received this or that revelation and
what was it that prompted him to inquire of the lord about
this or that doctrine
PURPOSE OF THE NEW

translation

obtaining the word of the lord on a subject appears to be
partly a matter of asking of careful study and self exertion as
well as listening the lord explained that divine communication is not to be had merely for the asking without effort but
that one must study it out in the mind and then inquire of
the lord dac
d&c 978
978.
97 8 consistent with this principle we turn
978
to three passages in the doctrine and covenants that have a
bearing upon the translation of the bible first from a revelation to joseph smith oliver cowdery and john whitmer
dated july 1830 and now identified as doctrine and covenants

261

behold 1I say unto you that you shall let your time be devoted
to the studying of the scriptures

although this passage does not specifically mention the translation of the bible it is noteworthy that the manuscripts of the
translation dated at this same time from june to november
1830 are in the handwriting of john whitmer and oliver
cowdery as dictated by the prophet joseph which shows that

these three brethren were simultaneously engaged in a study
of the scriptures and in making the translation of the bible 3
A second passage from doctrine and covenants 4256 is
dated february 9 1831 and reads

thou

shalt ask and my scriptures shall be given as I1 have
appointed and they shall be preserved in safety italics
added

that

this passage has reference to the translation of the bible
seems obvious since the book of mormon was already trans

the original manuscripts of the new translation of the bible are in the
custody of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints in independence missouri by the courtesy of that organization the writer has had
the opportunity of studying these manuscripts
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lated and published and the work with the bible was already
underway at the time the lord was simply telling the prophet
that he had to ask to start the process of receiving revelation
A third and perhaps the most impressive passage is found
in doctrine and covenants 456061
4560 61 under the date of march
7 1831 just twenty eight days after the previous reference
until this time the translation had been focused only on the
book of genesis but now the prophet was instructed to turn to
the new testament

and now behold I1

say unto you it shall not be given unto

you to know any further concerning this chapter until the
new testament be translated and in it all these things shall
be made known
wherefore 1I give unto you that ye may now translate it that
ye may be prepared for the things to come

of

particular importance in the above passage is the explanation as to why the translation was to be done it was that the
prophet himself would learn by the process the implication
is that joseph had been asking questions about the gospel and
the lords
lords answer was that he would have to translate the new
testament to know any further about those things the
promise was that in it ie in the translation all these things
shall be made known in the subsequent translation of the old
and new testaments many revelations were received which
contained much information and gave expanded views on the
gospel some of these revelations are now published as sections
in the doctrine and covenants and as portions of the pearl of
great price
there are many examples that corroborate the proposal
that through the study and translation of the bible the prophet
would be prompted to ask questions and in turn receive divine
inspiration it was reading james 156
15 6 in 1820 that first
which resulted in the
the
of
to
inquire
lord
joseph
prompted
4
first vision reading the book of mormon led to an inquiry
to confer
concerning baptism which brought john the baptist ro
5
priesthood
the aaronic
thus searching the scriptures and rerevelation
thereunto was a familiar pattern to the
ceiving
prophet and it illustrates the wisdom of the lord in directing
him to make a translation of the bible so that he would fre
joseph smith 21120
211 20 pearl of great price
ibid 26772
267 72
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quently ask and be the recipient of many new revelatory experiences concerning the doctrines of the gospel
A

chronological

HISTORY OF THE

translation

in order to discuss the very fundamental matter of why and
how the translation of the bible was made we have jumped
ahead of the natural sequence of events and passed over many
important dates and circumstances relating to the prophet s
work with the bible it will be profitable for us to return to the
date of june 1830 and follow the progress chronologically
through july 2 1833 which are the first and last dates recorded
upon the manuscripts of the new translation in so doing we
will have the opportunity to observe the introduction of several
major doctrinal concepts of the restored gospel and to see
seemany
many
seemann
direct and indirect relationships between the new translation of
the bible and the development of doctrine during the kirtland

period
perhaps the earliest date we can attach to the new translation is june 1830 at which time the revelation called the
visions of moses was received concerning this revelation the
prophet joseph wrote
11

I1 will say

that amid all the trials and tribulations we had
to wade through the lord who well knew our infantile and
delicate situation vouchsafed for us a supply of strength and
granted us line upon line of knowledge here a little and
there a little of which the following was a precious morsel 6

he then recorded the

visions of moses now published as
of
chapter one
the book of moses in the pearl of great price
the prophet does not say what connection this revelation has
with the actual translation of the bible or whether or not it was
received while he was engaged in the translation it may have
immediately preceded the translation however it is included
as part of the original manuscripts of the translation which
suggests that the prophet recognized a connection between it
and them the earliest manuscript copy available is in the
handwriting of john whitmer who as we have already observed was studying the scriptures at this time with joseph and

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
rev salt lake city deseret book co 1957
vol
1
p 98 commonly called documentary history of the church hereafter referred to as DHC
ed

joseph smith history of

BH roberts

ad2d ed
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of special

note in this revelation is the declaration that
many things had been taken out of the book which moses had
written but that the lord would raise up another like unto
moses and those things which had been removed would be had
again among those who believe see moses 14041.
140 41 it may
14041
well have been at this time june 1830 that the lord instructed the prophet to begin a translation of the old testament
the next date is july 1830 in which a commandment was
given to joseph smith oliver cowdery and john whitmer to
let their time be devoted to the studying of the scriptures this
is doctrine and covenants 26
2611 as referred to earlier
the next dates of importance are october 21 1830 november 30 1830 and december 1 1830 these three dates
appear on the manuscript for the early parts of genesis up
through about genesis chapter five
also under the general heading of december 1830 the
prophet recorded in his journal

it may be well to observe here that the lord greatly encouraged and strengthened the faith of his little flock which had

embraced the fulness
falness of the everlasting gospel as revealed
to them in the book of mormon by giving some more extended information upon the scriptures a translation of which
had already commenced
did the lord reveal the
to the joy of the little flock
following doings of olden times from the prophecy of
enoch italics added
added77

the

prophet then added the prophecy of enoch which corresponds to the seventh chapter of moses in the pearl of great
price the exact date is not certain but the manuscripts of the
new translation suggest a date early in december for this entry
since material translated just previous to this is dated december
1 as noted above
in the meantime oliver cowdery parley P pratt and
others had been called on a mission to the wilderness among
32.
nites dac
52
the Lama
lamanites
d&c 32
while traveling in ohio in november on the first segment of the journey the missionaries
converted sidney rigdon a former acquaintance of brother
pratt rigdon thereupon left ohio and traveled back to fayette
new york to see the prophet arriving on december 11 1830
he asked the prophet to inquire of the lord as to what he
DHC 1131133
1131 133
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sidney rigdon should do as a member of the church the
reply as recorded in doctrine and covenants 35 states that the
lord had had his eye on sidney for some time and that he had
been prepared for great things verses 18 and 20 are of particular interest to us

and I1

have given unto him joseph smith the keys of the
mystery of those things which have been sealed even things
which are from the foundation of the world and the things
which shall come from this time until the time of my coming
and a commandment I1 give unto thee sidney that thou
shalt write for him and the scriptures shall be given even as
they are in mine own bosom

the

declaration that the prophet held keys to the knowledge of
things from the foundation of the world and also of things that
were yet to come enhances his position as one who could by
revelation understand and translate the bible sidney is specifically told that he is to serve as scribe to write the new scriptures that would be given
until sidney rigdon was appointed as scribe john whitmer
oliver cowdery and emma smith had served as scribes to
joseph but oliver was now away on a mission and john whitmer was about to be called on one the earlier manuscripts of
the translation show the handwriting of whitmer cowdery
and emma however with the appointment of rigdon to write
for the prophet the material of the early manuscripts which
extended at least through the first seven chapters of genesis
were further revised by the prophet and rewritten in the handwriting of sidney rigdon thus the final rendition of these
materials of genesis date from late december 1830 8
the next significant date is still later in december 1830 at
which time joseph is instructed to cease his labors of translating
and move to ohio dac
d&c 37
371.1 the move was not to be made
371
in haste but joseph was first to take care of the business of the
Co
colesville new york area
church in the lesville
early in january 1831 john whitmer was sent on a mission
to ohio and he took with him a copy of the revelations which
joseph had lately received that these materials included parts
1.

since sidney arrived in fayette on december 11 1830 the final revision
ince
and rewriting of the early chapters of genesis would have to be sometime in
the month after that date
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from the new translation is seen from the following quotation
pamey
gainesville
painesville
Pames
from the pamesville
Paines ville telegraph of january 18 1831
A young gentleman by the name of whitmer arrived here
last week from manchester new york the seat of wonders
with a new batch of revelations from god as he pretended
which have just been communicated to joseph smith As far
as we have been able to learn their contents they are a more
particular description of the creation of the world and a history of adam and his family and other sketches of the ante9
diluvian word which moses neglected to record

by february 4 1831 joseph had moved to ohio and the
following instruction was received at kirtland for the benefit
of the church located there

and again it

is meet that my servant joseph smith jun
should have a house built in which to live and translate

417
d&c 417.
dac

since the book of mormon had already been published a year
earlier and the book of abraham would not be known for
four years this passage can have reference only to the translation of the bible although the prophet had been instructed
late in december to put aside the work of translating the bible
while he moved to ohio dac
d&c 371 this revelation dated
early in february indicated that the translation was to be taken
up again
upagain
five days later on february 9 1831 the following instruction was received as recorded in doctrine and covenants 425658

thou

shalt ask and my scriptures shall be given as 1I have
appointed and they shall be preserved in safety
italics
added

more revelation concerning the scriptures was to be re
received but the procedure was to ask this key to procedure
is no doubt a major reason why the prophet was required to
make the translation of the bible in the process of reading the
scriptures and inquiring a favorable mental and spiritual
climate would be created doctrinal and historical questions
would arise the prophet would ask and revelation would be
received the labor would produce its own reward this con

the excerpt was copied from the original paper by francis W kirkham
and published in his A new witness for christ in america salt lake city
utah printing company 1960 p 436
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cept is supported by further instructions about four weeks later
capt
when on march 7 1831 additional instructions were given
about the purpose of the translation and the procedure to be
followed
this brings us back again to the important passage of
doctrine and covenants 456061
4560 61 which we quoted earlier but
repeat here for emphasis

and now behold

I1 say unto you it shall not be given unto
you to know any further concerning this chapter until the
new testament be translated and in it all these things shall
be made known
wherefore 1I give unto you that ye may now translate it that
ye may be prepared for the things to come

is referred to is not known but the
prophet was to proceed with the translation so that many

just what chapter

things of great import could be made known first to him and
through him to the church
the above communication illustrates an important fact
referred to previously that at least one purpose of the translation was for the education of the prophet himself notwiththe mysteries that he was
standing that he held the keys to ahe
the
tutored by angels and that he had the guidance of the holy
ghost it was necessary for him to make an effort in the work
in order to gain the knowledge by the process of translation
many things were to be known to the prophet it was apparently through this means that the gifts and keys that he held
would operate in bringing him to the greater knowledge in
light of this view of the translation it is a mistake to assume
that he translated the bible solely by information he had previously obtained
the original manuscript shows that the brethren began work
on the new testament on march 8 1831 the very day after
receiving the foregoing instruction the title of that page of
the manuscript is indicative of the attitude that joseph and sidney had
bad about the work they were doing A translation of
the new testament translated by the power of god
although the translation of the new testament was begun
on march 8 1831 the dating on the original manuscripts suggests that they had also continued to work with the old testament until april 5 1831 at which time the translation of the
old testament had reached genesis 2442 A note placed at
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the end of genesis 2442 in the manuscript reads april 5
1831 transcribed thus far thus it appears that for about
three weeks march 8 until april 5 both genesis and matthew were being translated since the primary emphasis was on
the new testament during this period of time it is likely that
what the notation really means is that the translation of genesis was being discontinued at this point in favor of devoting
more time to the new testament
from the foregoing we may conclude that genesis 11
through 2442 had been translated and recorded between
june 1830 and april 5 1831 therefore all of the doctrinal
information that is found in those chapters was made known
to the prophet at least by the latter date it is not possible to
include a complete list of the doctrinal concepts and contributions that are found in the translation of these chapters of
genesis in the limits of this short article but such a survey
would include revelations and statements about the creation
of the world about premortal
pre mortal existence about adam and the
early patriarchs the revelation of the plan of salvation to
adam the account of cain as master mahan the preaching of
enoch the preaching of noah the preaching of melchizedek
and much information about abraham all of which is not
found in the king james version or in any other scripture
AGE OF

accountability

REVEALED

of particular importance

is a comment in the translation

of

genesis 17
11 printed edition inspired version in which it
1711
is stated that children become accountable to the lord when
they are eight years of age the age of accountability is a basic
principle of the gospel and one of the distinctive features of
mormonism and is about as familiar to members as any principle or practice in the church perhaps no principle or practice
is more faithfully observed in the church than that of parents
having their children baptized at the age of eight years because
they believe that is when children begin to be accountable but
we would ask when was it revealed to the prophet joseph that
little children begin to be accountable at the age of eight the
book of mormon emphatically declares that children are innocent and do not need baptism but it does not tell at what age
baptism should be administered the matter is clearly stated in
the doctrine and covenants 682527
6825 27 and it is to this source
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that we generally turn for instruction on the matter however
section 68 is dated november 1831 while the dates on the
manuscript of genesis show that the prophet was aware of the
doctrine sometime before april 5 1831 which was more than
eight months earlier than section 68 it appears from these facts
that the eight year old age of accountability was revealed to the
prophet joseph while he was translating genesis 17 sometime
between december 1 1830 when he was working with chapter 5 and april 5 1831 when he had reached genesis 24
this is important historically and adds dignity and worth to the
role of the translation of the bible in the restoration of the
gospel in this dispensation it is therefore a major point in the
purpose of this article which is to discuss the place of the
translation of the bible in the development of church doctrine
during the kirtland era

revelations associated

OTHER DOCTRINAL
WITH THE

translation

on december

in his journal

1

1831 the prophet recorded the following

resumed the translation of the scriptures and continued to
labor in this branch of my calling with elder sidney rigdon
as my scribe italics added10
added 10
1
I

this important

passage reiterates the prophet s conviction that
his work of translating the bible was not a self appointed venture but was part of his divine calling soon thereafter joseph
and sidney were instructed by the lord to go forth and preach
expounding the mysteries thereof out of the scriptures for a
season until instructed otherwise dac
711.11. obedient to this
d&c 71
711
command they continued to travel and to preach in the area
until january 10 1832 when the following now designated as
doctrine and covenants 7334
733 4 was received
11

now verily

I1 say unto you my servants joseph smith jun
and sidney rigdon saith the lord it is expedient to translate
again
and inasmuch as it is practicable to preach in the regions
round about until conference and after that it is expedient to
continue the work of translation until it be finished
DHC

12389
12389
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the next entry in the prophet s journal states
upon the reception of the foregoing word of the lord on
january 10 1I recommenced the translation of the scriptures
and labored diligently until just before the amherst ohio
conference which was to convene on the 25th of january 11

the prophet generally did not indicate

the exact passages of
the bible on which he was working but on this occasion he
wrote
during the period

between january 10
25 1832
1025
18321 I1 also
received the following as an explanation of the first epistle
12
to the corinthians 7th
l4th verse
verse12
ath chapter 14th
lath

he

then recorded the revelation now identified as doctrine and
covenants 74 which is the first complete section in the doctrine and covenants that was obtained as a result of his work
in translating the bible
the work of translation was again laid aside in order to
hold the conference at amherst ohio late in january after
the conference joseph returned to hiram near kirtland to the
home of john johnson where he had been living for some time
and shortly thereafter made the following entry in his journal

upon my return from amherst conference 1I resumed the
translation of the scriptures from sundry revelations which
had been received it was apparent that many important points
touching the salvation of man had been taken from the bible
or lost before it was compiled it appeared self evident from
what truths were left that if god rewarded every one according to the deeds done in the body the term heaven
as intended for the saints eternal home must include more
kingdoms than one accordingly on the 16th of ferr
february
uary
Fehr
fear
hary
1832 while translating st johns gospel myself and elder
13
rigdon saw the following vision italics added
added13

the

prophet then recorded the revelation now identified as
doctrine and covenants 76 which is the second complete section of the doctrine and covenants received as a result of
translating the bible thus as a result of translating the bible
on the above date he received not only one of the greatest
revelations contained in the doctrine and covenants but one
of the greatest revelations ever received by mortal man
DHC 1242
DHC 1242
DHC 1245
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the

above journal entry is extremely informative because it
is another instance wherein the precise date is known on which
the prophet was laboring on a particular passage and a particular doctrinal subject is revealed
the revelation itself contains an informative comment
about the work of translation and leaves no doubt as to how
the two brethren felt about their calling in verses 15 to 18 it
is affirmed that joseph smith and sidney rigdon were appointed by the lord to make the translation and that the work was
done by the spirit

for while we were doing the work of translation which the
lord had appointed unto us we came to the twenty ninth

verse of the fifth chapter of john which was given unto us
as follows

speaking of the resurrection of the dead concerning those
who shall hear the voice of the son of man and shall come
forth
they who have done good in the resurrection of the just and
they who have done evil in the resurrection of the unjust
now this caused us to marvel jor
or it was given unto us of
ffor
the spirit italics added

two

weeks later the prophet entered the following note in his
journal
in connection with the
about the first of march 1852
1832
18321
translation of the scriptures I1 received the following explanation of the revelation of saint john dac
d&c 77 14

the

explanation referred to is now published as doctrine
and covenants section 77 and is the third complete section of
that volume thatwas
that was given to the prophet as a direct result of
the translation of the bible this revelation contains some extremely interesting information about spirits angels the earth
and the creation of man
later in march 1832 the prophet wrote
besides the work of translating previous to the 20th of march
I1 received the following four revelations15
revelations15

he

then recorded sections 78 through 81 of the doctrine
and covenants whether or not these revelations are associated
DHC 1253
255
DHC 11255
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with the translation of the bible we do not know their content
is not particularly doctrinal and there may not be a direct relationship since they deal more particularly with regulatory affairs of the church
on april 1 1832 the prophet began a journey from kirtland ohio to independence missouri during which time he
did not continue with the translation on may 6 1832 he left
independence in company with newel K whitney and sidney
rigdon intending to return immediately to kirtland however
due to an accident in which brother whitney sustained a
broken leg and foot the prophet did not arrive at kirtland
until some time in june 16 shortly after his return to kirtland
he wrote
As soon as 1I could arrange my affairs 1I recommenced the
translation of the scriptures and thus I1lspent
spent most of the
lapent
17
summer

during the summer a nndd fall of

1832 in kirtland several revewe do not have categorical
received
lations on doctrine were
evidence that these came as a direct result of the translation of
the bible but it seems likely that there is some relationship on
the basis of the revelations for which there are direct ties which
are all doctrinal it follows that other doctrinal revelations
might have the same background if received at a time when the
translation was in progress on this basis section 84 of the
doctrine and covenants might be related to the translation
since it contains information about the ancient patriarchs priesthood baptism and related doctrinal items this revelation was
received on september 22 and 23 1832
following the reception of the revelation now known as
doctrine and covenants 84 the prophet s next journal entry
states
continued the translation of the bible and ministering to
the church through the fall 18

1I

18

As the prophet continued translating into the winter of
1832 he wrote

on the ath
6th of december

1832 1I received the following reve19
lation explaining the parable of the wheat and tares
tares19
DHC
DHC
DHC
DHC

272
1271
1271272
1273
1275
1295
1 300
500
1300
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then follows the revelation now known as doctrine and
covenants 86 though there is not a direct statement to the
effect the same reasoning that links section 84 to the translation of the bible could be applied to section 86 we know that
the translation was being made at this time and it is possible
that sections 84 86 and also 88 of the doctrine and covenants
came as a direct result of the translation since the time element
and the subject matter are harmonious to this conclusion
theze sections and the translation
thece
the relationship between cheze
of the bible may be direct or it may be indirect but there is
strong probability that a relationship does exist sometime after
december 6 1832
1852 and before february 2 1853
1833
1855 the prophet
1835
recorded in his
journal
hisjournal
this winter

was spent in translating the scriptures in the
school of the prophets and sitting in conferences I1 had
many glorious seasons of refreshing 20

1833
1853 at kirtland ohio the prophet
1855
then on february 2 1835
wrote the following in his journal
completed the translation and review of the new testaand of february 1833 and sealed it up no
ment on the 2nd
more to be opened till it arrived in zion 21
1
I

having thus completed the new testament the prophet
then returned to the translation of the old testament as indicated in the following excerpt from doctrine and covenants
9013 dated march 8 1833
and when

you have finished the translation of the prophets
you shall thenceforth preside over the affairs of the school

the

language suggests that the work with the books of the old
testament called the prophets was already in progress and
perhaps nearly finished for on the next day march 9 1833
the prophet wrote
having come to that portion of the ancient writings called
the apocrypha 1I received the following 22

he

then recorded doctrine and covenants 91 which is the

20dhc
DHC 1322
522
i 322
1522
DHC
2dhc 11524
324
524
1324
22eihc 1 331
DHC
3
31
531
551
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fourth complete section of the doctrine and covenants that is
definitely known to have been received in direct consequence
of the prophet s work of translating the bible
A few weeks later on may 6 1833
1835 the following instruc1853
tion now identified as doctrine and covenants 9353 was
received

and

verily I1 say unto you that it is my will that you should
hasten to translate my scriptures

on the

same day the prophet also received a revelation concerning printing the translation of the bible this information
is now published as doctrine and covenants 94
10 the sub9410
ject of printing the translation was later mentioned in doctrine
and covenants 10458 and also in 1248990
12489 90
in an epistle of the first presidency to the saints scattered
abroad on or near the date of august 31 1840 an appeal
was made to the membership of the church to contribute funds
to be used in building up the kingdom of special interest is
the following paragraph near the close of the epistle
connected with the buildingup
build
building
up of the kingdom is the printingup
and
of
of mormon doctrine and
the
book
circulation
ing
covenants hymnbook and the new translation of the scriptures it is unnecessary to say anything respecting these works
those who have read them and who have drunk of the stream
of knowledge which they convey know how to appreciate
them and although fools may have them in derision yet
they are calculated to make men wise unto salvation and
sweep away the cobwebs of superstition of ages throw a light
on the proceedings of jehovah which have already been ached and mark out the future in all its dreadful and
complis
complished
glorious realities those who have tasted the benefit derived
from a study of those works will undoubtedly vie with each
other in their zeal for sending them abroad throughout the
world that every son of adam may enjoy the same privileges
added 23
and rejoice in the same truths italics added23

during the years between 1833 and 1844 several letters of
the prophet and other official church documents mentioned the
need for money to publish the translation of the bible notable
among these are a memorial of joseph smith jr to the high
24
184024
a notice in the times and seasons
council on june 18 1840
DHC 4187
DHC 4136137
4136 137
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for wednesday january 12

twelve march

1

1843

25
1842
184220
and an epistle of the

26

some portions of what is now the book of moses taken
from the early chapters of genesis were published in church
periodicals in the lifetime of the prophet 2 7 at least two undated printed broadsides
broad sides of matthew chapter 24 were issued
for the benefit of the saints 218 it
if is believed that these were
21
irr
irl
in ohio in the middle 1830s 29
printed irrohio
whether or not the
broad sides were official church publications is not known
broadsides
neither is it known who authorized their printings
paintings
prin tings

revelation

ON MARRIAGE

the revelation on celestial marriage and plurality of wives
was recorded on july 12 1843 and is known today as doctrine
and covenants section 132 however there is a strong probability that this document is related to the translation of the
bible an assertion supported by historical evidence and also
n al affinity although the document is dated july 12
doctori
by doctri
doctrinal
1843 in nauvoo illinois it is believed that the information
contained therein was made known to the prophet as early as
ahat
1831 and ihat
that the 1843 date signifies only the day on which
it was committed to writing in its present form for example
the record begins with the statement
thus saith the lord unto
verily ahus
thus
inasmuch as you have inquired
understand wherein 1I the lord
ham isaac and jacob
as
doctrine of their having many
d&c 1321.
1321
dac

you my servant joseph that
of my hand to know and
justified my servants abratouching the principle and
wives and concubines

it is likely that the question regarding the plurality of wives of
abraham isaac and jacob could have arisen during the translation of the book of genesis which took place in 1830 and

DHC 4493
DHC
2dhc 4293
evening and morning star 1 no 3 august 1832
extract from the
1
prophecy of enoch
no 10 march 1833
A revelation of the gospel
1
to adam
no 11 april 1833
history of noah and revelation to
moses of the heaven and the earth times and seasons 4 january 1844
A revelation
Re elation to joseph smith jr given june 1830
71 73
7173
original copies are located in the special collections room of the clark
oark
dark
library at brigham young university
see reed C durham A history of joseph smith s revision of the
unpublished phd dissertation brigham young university provo
bible
utah 1965 pp
ap 8396
broadsides
83 96 for a discussion of the printing of these broad
sides
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the

following excerpt from the writings of brigham H
roberts supports this view
1831

there

indisputable evidence that the revelation making
known this marriage law was given to the prophet as early
as 1831 in that year and then intermittently up to 1833 the
prophet was engaged in a revision of the english bible text
under the inspiration of god sidney rigdon in the main
acting as his scribe As he began his revision with the old
testament he would be dealing with the age of the patriarchs
in 1831 he was doubtless struck with the favor in which the
lord held the several bible patriarchs of that period notwithstanding they had a plurality of wives what more natural
than that he should inquire of the lord at that time when
intire
been
his mind must haveinmire
een impressed with the fact why
0 lord didst thou justify thy servants abraham isaac and
jacob as also moses david and solomon in the matter of
their having many wives and concubines see opening parain answer to that inquiry came the
graph of the revelation
30
revelation though not then committed to writing 311
is

direct testimony of the early dating of the revelation on
marriage comes from orson pratt and joseph F smith these
two brethren attended a meeting of the reorganized church
plano illinois in 1878 while on a visit to the east and
in piano
elder pratt was invited to speak an extract from the report of
his remarks is as follows
elder pratt
explained the circumstances connected with
the coming forth of the revelation on plural marriage refuted
the statement and belief of those present that brigham young
was the author of the revelation and
andl showed that joseph
not
commenced
had
the practice of
smith the prophet
only
that principle himself and taught it to others before president

young and the twelve had returned from their mission in
europe in 1841 but that joseph actually received revelations
upon that principle as early as 1831 said lyman johnson
who was very familiar with joseph at this early date
me himself that joseph had made known to him as
1831 that plural marriage was a correct principle
declared to lyman that god had revealed it to him
the time had not come to teach or practice it in the
but that the time would come 31

if the document on marriage

told

early as

joseph
but that
church

is associated with the transla-

tion of the bible then it constitutes still another revelation to
no

DHC 5 29
30
2930
signed report of orson pratt and joseph F smith millennial star 15
50 liverpool england december 9 1878 788
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add to the list of sections in the doctrine and covenants that
have a common background in the translation of the bible
OTHER POSSIBLE

relationships

TO THE

translation

at some time the exact date or dates being unspecified the
prophet received intelligence relative to the correct order of orizing and conducting councils in the church including the
ganizing
gan
manner in which councils were conducted anciently in referring to this subject at a conference in hiram ohio on october
11 1831 joseph said
the elders were instructed in the ancient manner of
conducting meetings of which knowledge most of them were
ignorant 32

to

a council of high priests and elders in kirtland on
february 12 1834 the prophet gave further instructions concerning ancient councils saying that he had never before set
forth all the order in which it a council ought to be conducted he then proceeded to explain the order of ancient
councils and the manner in which they were conducted 33
the prophet does not specify the circumstances or the dates
when these things were communicated to him but it is possible that they came as part of the accumulation of knowledge
and spiritual experience that came to him in connection with

the work of translating the bible
that his work with the bible sometimes brought the prophet
into visionary experiences is evident from the fact already noted
that the vision of the degrees of glory was received in connection with the translation of the fifth chapter of john hence
it is possible that other visions were also given to the prophet
while he was engaged in the translation he reported that he
saw adam in the valley of adam ondi ahman
and that
34
adam called his children together to bless them he likewise
spoke of adam presiding at a council of high priests 35 whether
11

DHC 11219
219
DHC 22526
225 26
DHC
3dhc 3388
35
d&c 1075357
10753 57 this same information is contained in a blessing given
dac
by the prophet to his father on december 18 1833 more than a year before it
appears in section 107 thereby showing that the prophet had the information
earlier than the date of writing section 107 which was february 1835 see
joseph fielding smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city
ap 38
39
1958 pp
deseret book company 1938
3839
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the prophet first learned of these things in connection with the
translation of the bible is not known but it seems possible
it is well to note again that the purpose of the translation
of the bible was the spiritual education of the prophet himself
and that in the process many things were revealed to him
which before were not known
although a categorical statement by the prophet connecting the revelation about ancient councils to the translation of
the bible is not available the possibility of such a relationship
is strengthened by virtue of the fact that many doctrines and
principles were received in that connection and it is reasonable
to expect that this should be the case with this subject also
such an assumption if correct further suggests a relationship
between the translation of the bible and the revelation on
priesthood known as doctrine and covenants section 107 the
subject matter of section 107 concerning adam the ancient
patriarchs a council at adam ondi ahman latter day councils
and priesthood quorums seems entirely consistent with the
above hypothesis that the pattern of councils and church
organizations was shown to the prophet by vision is claimed in
doctrine and covenants 10795
10793 wherein it is said that the order
of the seventy and presumably the other quorums also was
according to the vision likewise parley P pratt quoted the
prophet as saying to the twelve
1I have now finished the work which was laid upon me
by committing to you all things for the building up of the
kingdom according to the heavenly vision and the pattern
36
shown me from heaven italics added
added36

although section 107 was not recorded until march 28 1835
it is certain from the translation of the early chapters of genesis in 1830 and also from the prophet s instructions to the
elders in 1831 about ancient councils that he knew much about
these things as early as 1831 it is probable that much of the
information about priesthood had been revealed to the prophet
earlier than the formal writing of section 107 in 1835 and if
so the logical connection would be with the translation of the
bible the same relationship respecting councils might also pertain to the organization of the high council described in
doctrine and covenants 102
statement by parley P pratt in new york january
in the millennial star 5 no 10 march 1845 151

1

1845 and printed
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thus the knowledge of the gospel possessed by the prophet

and extended to the saints in 1833 was considerably increased
over that which they had in 1830 line upon line here and
therea
there a little and particularly as a result of the prophet s labors
in translating the bible the doctrines of the gospel were
steadily revealed the real purpose of the bible translation was
not so much to have a new corrected edition of the bible but
rather to bring the prophet to a greater understanding of the
gospel consequently the real product is not so much a new
bible itself but the doctrines that were revealed in the process
consequently the prophet s work with the bible is an indis
sible element in the unfolding of the gospel and the buildpensible
pen
tensible
ing of the dispensation of the guiness of times much of which
occurred while the prophet lived in the vicinity of kirtland

ohio

the

prophet worked on the bible translation primarily between june 1830 and july 1833 this is also the same period
of time during which most of the doctrinal revelations now
published in the doctrine and covenants were received this is
not coincidence but rather it is consequence this was a time
of learning and of revelation in which the fundamental doctrines of the restored gospel were being revealed to the prophet
and the translation of the bible was the principle vehicle the
mode the method etc by which the gospel was restored during these years
there had been a previous period of great doctrinal revelation when the prophet had translated the book of mormon
and subsequently there would be another period of great doctrinal advancement when he later would work with the book
of abraham the book of mormon was in the new york
dle translation of the bible in the early kirtland period
die
period the
and the book of abraham came in the later kirtland and early
nauvoo periods in each case there was a major surge of doctrinal revelation associated with the translation of tangible documents

SUMMARY

in summary of the principal items discussed in this article
we recall the following
1

the

prophet attached great importance to his divine commission to make a translation of the bible
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among other things he stated that the work of bible
translation was a branch of his calling and that he and

2
3

sidney were doing the work of translation which the lord
had appointed unto them frequently the lord instructed
the prophet to set the work aside temporarily because of the
press of other business and later to take it up again each
directive to the prophet to resume the work was in effect
a renewal of the divine commission
the prophet s background was rich in spiritual experiences
preparatory to the work of the translation of the bible
A major purpose of the translation was the spiritual education of the prophet and through him the education of the

church

4

there

is a close historical relationship between the transla-

tion of the bible and much of the material contained in the
doctrine and covenants and it is obvious that the history
of the doctrine and covenants and the history of the translation of the bible are closely intertwined in the revelations
in the doctrine and covenants frequent mention is made
of the translation of the bible and several entire sections
of the doctrine and covenants were received as a direct
consequence of the translation

individual passages in the doctrine and covenants that
have reference to the translation of the bible must include
at least the following
18 20
35 1820
5518
3518
351820
551820
1
37
371
41
4177
42 5661
56 61
4256
425661
gogl
61
60
45 6061
4560
456061
755 3
735
7554
7354
73
344
7334
733

9013
9353
9410

10458
12489

entire sections in the doctrine and covenants for which
there is direct relationship to the translation of the bible
are as follows
74
76

77
91

in addition the following sections of the doctrine and

422

covenants are probably directly related to the bible translation
84
86
88
93
5

6

7

102
107
113
132

the

translation of the bible contributed the book of moses
and the 24th chapter of matthew to the pearl of great
price
the translation of the bible had a significant role in the
history of the church
the fact that the prophet made a translation of the
bible is a matter of record that it was a substantial work
is certified to by its sizable contributions to the doctrine
and covenants and the pearl of great price two of the
standard works of the church it is also a topic of frequent
mention in the prophet s journal and in the official history
of the church it occupied much of the prophet s time for a
period of three years 1850
1833
1855 and was included in the
1835
1830
18304833
18301833
subjects of several epistles of the leading councils of the

church
the translation of the bible contributed to the doctrine of
the church developed during the kirtland era
As previously noted the translation of the bible contributed much to the content of the doctrine and covenants
and to the pearl of great price two of the standard works
giving the doctrine faith and practice of the church much
concerning pre earth life the degrees of glory in the resurrection much information concerning adam enoch and
the ancient patriarchs of cain of the work of satan views
of the church respecting the apocrypha an explanation of
the revelation of john the age of accountability and probably also the doctrine of the eternal marriage covenant are
associated directly with the translation of the bible
the major part of the translation was done intermittently during a period of approximately three years from june
1830 to july 2 1833 during which time most of the major
doctrinal revelations now published in the doctrine and
covenants were received as a consequence

